1. Introduction {#sec1-ijms-21-00141}
===============

*RAS* mutations are among the most common mutations in cancer, driving aggressive, metastatic malignancies with poor patient prognoses. Notably, pancreatic (95%), colorectal (45%), and lung (35%) cancers harbor *KRAS* mutations at remarkably high frequencies. Mutations in *RAS* genes are also known to cause developmental disorders of the heart and nervous system, known as RASopathies \[[@B1-ijms-21-00141]\]. RAS remains an elusive drug target despite its well-characterized role in cancer and extensive efforts to develop novel therapeutics targeting RAS-driven cancers. Multiple aspects of RAS structural biology present challenges for the development of small molecule inhibitors, including a lack of deep, druggable pockets, an ultra-high affinity for its guanine nucleotide substrates, and few structural differences between wild-type and oncogenic RAS proteins \[[@B1-ijms-21-00141]\]. Attempts to target RAS directly or by its post-translational modifications and association with the plasma membrane have either failed in the development process or have not been fully characterized \[[@B2-ijms-21-00141]\]. Oncogenic RAS is present predominantly in its active guanosine triphosphate (GTP)-bound state, due to impaired GTP hydrolysis activity. The elevation of RAS-GTP levels in *RAS* mutant tumors causes increased activation of its vast array of downstream effectors, promoting cell signal transduction pathways, and facilitating proliferation and survival \[[@B3-ijms-21-00141]\].

A number of anti-cancer drugs that block a multitude of signaling nodes, either upstream or downstream of RAS, have been developed and approved for clinical use by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA). However, these therapies have limited clinical utility for RAS-driven cancers, and often result in the reoccurrence of highly aggressive cancers that are resistant to chemotherapy or radiation \[[@B4-ijms-21-00141]\]. Inhibitors that directly target RAS and inhibit its ability to activate complex downstream signaling pathways are expected to have strong efficacy and safety advantages over currently available upstream or downstream inhibitors of RAS signaling.

2. The *RAS* Gene Family {#sec2-ijms-21-00141}
========================

The *RAS* proto-oncogene family (*KRAS*, *NRAS*, and *HRAS*) encodes RAS proteins, which are critical components of cell signal transduction pathways that regulate proliferation and survival. Mutations in *RAS* genes form the active *RAS* oncogenes, which are found in 30% of human cancers. The discovery of transforming viruses in the 1960s, which potently induced rat sarcomas, provided the first clues of the existence of these oncogenes that are now known to drive a number of aggressive human cancers \[[@B5-ijms-21-00141],[@B6-ijms-21-00141]\]. The name *RAS* was later given to this oncogene family due to its ability to promote rat sarcoma formation. The names of the *HRAS* and *KRAS* genes were derived from those responsible for their discoveries, Harvey, and Kirsten, respectively. Meanwhile the *NRAS* gene was assigned its name after its discovery in DNA isolated from a neuro-fibroma cell line \[[@B7-ijms-21-00141]\].

Activating missense mutations in *KRAS* account for 85% of all mutations among the three *RAS* genes, while *NRAS* mutations represent 12%, and *HRAS* mutations represent 3%. Mutations of each isoform are exclusive of each other in tumor cells, and the individual isoform that is mutated in a particular tumor cell has been shown to exhibit a strong preference to its tissue of origin. For example, *RAS* mutations in pancreatic cancer are almost exclusively *KRAS* mutations (greater than 95%), *NRAS* mutations are the predominant *RAS* mutations in melanoma (94%), and *HRAS* mutations are the most common *RAS* mutations in bladder cancers (54%) \[[@B7-ijms-21-00141],[@B8-ijms-21-00141]\]. In addition to the bias of individual isoform mutations to specific tumor types, the three isoforms can also be distinguished by their most commonly mutated codon. For example, 80% of *KRAS* mutations are codon 12 mutations, meanwhile 60% of *NRAS* mutations occur at codon 61. *HRAS* mutations have less bias toward a specific codon with 50% occurring at codon 12, and 40% found at codon 61 \[[@B9-ijms-21-00141]\]. Some specific *RAS* mutations show high prevalence in particular tumor types, with the *KRAS* G12D mutation found in 44% of colorectal cancers and 39% of pancreatic cancers, while 59% of non-small cell lung cancers harbor *KRAS* G12C mutations \[[@B8-ijms-21-00141]\]. This prevalence of specific isoform and codon mutations presents opportunities for the development of RAS inhibitors with high selectivity for tumor cells harboring a particular *RAS* mutation. The discovery of selective *KRAS* G12C inhibitors presents great promise for the treatment of lung cancers that are driven by this mutation, but these inhibitors will not be effective for other cancers with lower prevalence of *KRAS* G12C mutations, such as colorectal (12%) and pancreatic (4%) cancers \[[@B10-ijms-21-00141]\].

KRAS, NRAS, and HRAS proteins all contain highly conserved N-terminal GTPase domains or G-domains that are identical through their first 86 amino acids \[[@B2-ijms-21-00141]\]. This first portion of the G-domain, also known as the effector lobe, contains the active site for GTPase hydrolysis activity, along with two switch regions that are essential for regulator and effector binding. The most significant conformational changes associated with nucleotide cycling occur in these switch regions, with switch I consisting of amino acids 30-40 and switch II containing amino acids 60-68. Sequence divergence between isoforms resides in the last 80 amino acids of the G-domain, referred to as the allosteric lobe, and the C-terminal hypervariable region located within amino acids 167-188. Additionally, KRAS proteins exist as two alternative splicing variants, KRAS4A and KRAS4B. KRAS4B is the predominantly expressed variant in human tumors, and is therefore, more intensely studied \[[@B11-ijms-21-00141],[@B12-ijms-21-00141]\].

The allosteric lobe and the C-terminal hypervariable region have both been shown to be involved in isoform-specific RAS-membrane interactions that have critical roles in propagating RAS signaling \[[@B13-ijms-21-00141]\]. The C-terminal region of RAS proteins ends with a CAAX motif, with the C representing a cysteine, A representing any aliphatic amino acid, and X representing any amino acid. The cysteine is isoprenylated by farnesyltransferases or geranylgeranyl transferases as a form of post-translational processing \[[@B14-ijms-21-00141],[@B15-ijms-21-00141]\]. These isoprenoid chains are critical for RAS association with the plasma membrane. The addition of the farnesyl group is the primary form of isoprenylation. However, in the absence of farnesyl transferase activity, KRAS and NRAS, but not HRAS, can be geranylgeranylated. After isoprenylation, an endopeptidase cleaves the AAX residues from the C-terminus, and the previously isoprenylated C-terminal cysteine is also methylated by a methyltransferase \[[@B16-ijms-21-00141]\]. After these initial steps of post-translational processing, RAS moves to the plasma membrane, where a palmitoyltransferase catalyzes the addition of two palmitoyl fatty acid chains to a cysteine just upstream of the C-terminal cysteine that was previously farnesylated and methylated. These palmitoyl fatty acid chains then associate with the hydrophobic inner portion of the plasma membrane. KRAS4B is not palmitoylated, but instead relies on several lysine residues in close proximity to its C-terminus (polybasic region) to interact with the negative charges on plasma membrane phospholipid head groups \[[@B3-ijms-21-00141]\].

3. RAS Nucleotide Cycling {#sec3-ijms-21-00141}
=========================

RAS proteins are molecular switches that cycle between an inactive, guanosine diphosphate (GDP)-bound state and an active, guanosine triphosphate (GTP)-bound state ([Figure 1](#ijms-21-00141-f001){ref-type="fig"}A). RAS binds guanine nucleotides with ultra-high affinity and relies on interactions with regulatory proteins that catalyze transitions between inactive and active states under physiological conditions. Throughout the process of nucleotide cycling, RAS undergoes a number of dynamic conformational changes that offer new opportunities for inhibition with small molecules.

Guanine nucleotide exchange factors, or GEFs, associate with RAS-GDP and decrease the affinity of RAS for GDP when RAS is in an inactive, GDP-bound state. The GEF that is typically associated with RAS nucleotide exchange is known as Son of Sevenless, or SOS. The catalytic site of SOS inserts an α-helix into the switch 1 domain of RAS, resulting in an opening of the nucleotide-binding pocket of RAS. This α-helix of SOS contains side chains that also interact with the switch 2 region of RAS, displacing residues within the active site of RAS. The resulting conformational shift partially occludes the magnesium cofactor of RAS from the active site, and therefore, disrupts the hydrophilic interactions between the magnesium ion and the phosphate moieties of the GDP substrate. GDP then dissociates from RAS to produce a RAS nucleotide-free state. Nucleotide-free RAS has previously believed to be a transient state of RAS, but it has been shown to be a physiologically relevant participant in cell signal transduction pathways \[[@B17-ijms-21-00141]\]. The nucleotide-free state of RAS is a unique, unstable conformation. The presence of SOS complexed with nucleotide-free RAS is known to increase its stability \[[@B18-ijms-21-00141]\]. The conformation of RAS as part of the nucleotide-free RAS-SOS complex has been shown to closely mimic the conformation of a GDP-bound RAS protein that is missing its magnesium cofactor, causing the loss of coordination between the magnesium ion and the phosphate groups of the GDP substrate as a result of SOS binding \[[@B19-ijms-21-00141]\].While, the RAS-SOS complex occludes phosphate groups of guanine nucleotides from interacting with the magnesium cofactor, it does not block the ribose or guanine moieties of guanine nucleotide substrates from binding to RAS. This manner in which RAS-SOS binding does not completely block the active site allows the ribose and guanine portions of the incoming GTP substrate to bind RAS ([Figure 1](#ijms-21-00141-f001){ref-type="fig"}B).

High intracellular levels of GTP result in GTP binding to RAS while in a nucleotide-free conformation. Subsequently, interactions formed between the gamma phosphate of GTP and the magnesium cofactor of RAS result in a conformational change of RAS that dissociates SOS from the complex \[[@B20-ijms-21-00141]\]. Once GTP is bound, the conformation of RAS has been reported to be in a dynamic state between two conformations. The first of these conformations being an "open and off" conformation, known as state 1. This conformation consists of a more open active site with loose GTP binding. Meanwhile, the second "closed and on" conformation, or state 2, consists of tighter GTP binding that is considered to be the truly active conformation for signal propagation through effector binding \[[@B21-ijms-21-00141]\]. Two highly conserved switch I residues, tyrosine-32 and threonine-35, have been reported to coordinate the state of GTP binding, while also participating in initiation of the GTPase reaction that hydrolyzes GTP back to GDP. Tight interaction of these residues with the phosphates of GTP, along with threonine-35 coordinating the position of the magnesium cofactor in the active site, has been reported to produce the state 2 conformation of GTP-bound RAS \[[@B22-ijms-21-00141],[@B23-ijms-21-00141],[@B24-ijms-21-00141],[@B25-ijms-21-00141],[@B26-ijms-21-00141]\]. When RAS is in the state 2 conformation, effector proteins with RAS binding domains (RBDs) bind to switch I and switch II in the effector lobe of the G-domain. RAS-effector binding then initiates downstream signaling cascades, such as the MAPK or PI3K/AKT pathways. The activated conformational change, induced by GTP-binding, is reversible by means of the RAS-mediated hydrolysis of GTP to GDP \[[@B27-ijms-21-00141]\]. The intrinsic GTPase activity of RAS is slow, but can be accelerated more than 1000-fold by the association of RAS with GAPs, or GTPase activating proteins. GAPs contain a residue referred to as the arginine finger that is known to catalyze the GTPase reaction by inserting into the active site of RAS \[[@B28-ijms-21-00141]\]. This arginine residue is conserved among all of the RAS GAPs. The arginine finger associates with glycine-12 and glutamine-61 of RAS by van der Waals interactions. The positively charged side chain of the arginine steers it towards the negatively charged phosphate groups of GTP, even though it does not shift the charge distribution of the GTP molecule prior to catalysis \[[@B29-ijms-21-00141]\]. The interaction of the GAP, with the switch II region of RAS, positions glutamine-61 to participate with glycine-12 and the GAP arginine finger in the catalytic reaction \[[@B30-ijms-21-00141]\]. These interactions between RAS and the GAP arginine finger push water molecules out of the active site, resulting in a charge shift in the GTP molecule that aids in the cleavage of the gamma phosphate \[[@B31-ijms-21-00141]\]. The arginine finger participates in the cleavage reaction itself by neutralizing the charges formed as part of the reaction mechanism, and therefore, stabilizing the transition state of the cleavage reaction \[[@B30-ijms-21-00141]\]. The GAP dissociates from RAS after the release of the gamma phosphate, suggesting that its presence is critical not just for the cleavage of the terminal phosphate bond, but also the subsequent release of the gamma phosphate \[[@B31-ijms-21-00141]\].

The kinetics of nucleotide cycling in both wild-type and mutant RAS proteins have been well-characterized. Notably, GTP loading of nucleotide-free RAS occurs at a similar rate in both wild-type and oncogenic RAS. In the case of oncogenic RAS, a single missense mutation in the active site impairs the ability of RAS to hydrolyze GTP. The mutations typically occur in glycine-12 or glutamine-61 of RAS, with mutations in either residue causing disruptions of substrate interactions with RAS and the GAP arginine finger that are critical for enzymatic activity. As a result of the mutation, the altered conformation of the active site of RAS inhibits the ability of the GAP to insert its arginine finger into the RAS active site. Although, mutant RAS is often referred to as "constitutively active," these proteins retain the ability to revert to an inactive, GDP-bound state. Their GAP-stimulated GTPase activity is reduced by 97--99% in comparison to wild-type RAS. Collectively, this impairment of GTPase activity results in the prevalence of the active, GTP-bound RAS state. Therefore, oncogenic activation produces increased RAS-effector binding and stimulation of downstream signaling pathways \[[@B32-ijms-21-00141]\]. The current understanding of the complex dynamics of RAS nucleotide cycling presents prospective opportunities for exploiting RAS structural biology and biochemistry for the development of small molecule inhibitors.

4. The RAS Signal Transduction Pathway {#sec4-ijms-21-00141}
======================================

In a cellular context, RAS activation occurs when a ligand binds to the extracellular region of a receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK), such as the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), resulting in autophosphorylation of intracellular tyrosine residues. The adaptor protein growth factor receptor-bound protein 2 (GRB2) contains a SH2 domain that binds phosphorylated tyrosine residues in the intracellular domain of EGFR. Additionally, SH3 domains within GRB2 bind to the RAS GEF, SOS. The localization of SOS to the plasma membrane places it in close proximity with RAS, which is also localized to the membrane as a result of post-translational processing. SOS subsequently catalyzes RAS nucleotide exchange, facilitating the replacement of GDP with GTP and shifting its structure to the active state 2 GTP-bound conformation. This active conformation is the predominant state of oncogenic RAS in *RAS* mutant tumors \[[@B3-ijms-21-00141]\]. At this point, active RAS interacts with and activates effectors containing RBDs, such as RAF serine/threonine protein kinases and type I phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases (PI3Ks), with high affinity binding \[[@B33-ijms-21-00141],[@B34-ijms-21-00141]\]. RAF and PI3K subsequently initiate signaling cascades through the MAPK and PI3K/AKT signaling pathways, respectively. The well-defined MAPK pathway is known to increase expression of cell cycle regulatory proteins to drive cell cycle progression. Meanwhile, PI3K/AKT signaling plays a key role in anti-apoptotic signaling and promotes cell survival \[[@B7-ijms-21-00141]\]. Mutant RAS stimulates these signaling pathways in the absence or presence of RTK stimulation ([Figure 2](#ijms-21-00141-f002){ref-type="fig"}). MAPK and PI3K/AKT signaling both contain nodes that participate in cross-talk between the two pathways. This cross-talk limits the therapeutic potential of inhibitors targeting individual pathway components by creating mechanisms of compensation that are often difficult to interpret \[[@B35-ijms-21-00141]\]. The challenges in inhibiting individual pathways suggest that targeting RAS is a promising treatment option by blocking multiple signaling pathways that are essential for malignant progression. In cases where RAS inhibitors target specific mutations, such as covalent KRAS G12C inhibitors, combinations with inhibitors of other pathway components may be necessary for efficacy. For example, resistance to KRAS G12C inhibitors in pre-clinical models of lung cancer has been shown to be overcome by combined PI3K inhibition \[[@B36-ijms-21-00141]\]. Additionally, it is worth noting that *RAS* mutant tumor cells also express the wild-type versions of the other two RAS isoforms. For example, a *KRAS* mutant tumor cell still expresses wild-type NRAS and HRAS proteins. These wild-type isoforms have been shown to drive RAS signaling independently of oncogenic RAS under certain conditions of growth factor stimulation \[[@B37-ijms-21-00141]\]. This suggests that in the case of mutation-specific RAS inhibitors, such as KRAS G12C inhibitors, RAS inhibitors that target the other wild-type isoforms may be necessary to completely block RAS signaling.

5. Approaches to Inhibit RAS {#sec5-ijms-21-00141}
============================

The discovery of direct-binding RAS inhibitors has been a priority of oncology research in both academia and the pharmaceutical industry for more than four decades. Multiple biochemical and structural characteristics of RAS have proved to be difficult hurdles for inhibitors to overcome, leading many to describe RAS as an "undruggable" target. RAS lacks deep, druggable pockets that would provide opportunities for small molecule binding. Picomolar affinities for binding guanine nucleotides, along with millimolar concentrations of GTP in tumor cells, present challenges for developing competitive inhibitors that bind within the catalytic domain. Also, oncogenic RAS has very minute structural differences from wild-type RAS, possessing only a single codon missense mutation in the G-domain. However, this specific nature of *RAS* mutations introduces opportunities to develop drugs that are potentially selective for tumor cells harboring mutant RAS \[[@B13-ijms-21-00141]\]. A drug with RAS-dependent tumor cell selectivity would have attractive therapeutic benefits such as the possibility for strong antitumor efficacy, low potential for toxicity, and the potential to inhibit the growth of drug-resistant tumors with activated RAS.

Indirectly targeting RAS by inhibiting biological processes associated with its subcellular localization or its upstream and downstream signal propagation once seemed to be promising prospects for drug discovery. Attempts to target post-translational processing and localization to the plasma membrane, which are both essential for RAS function, with farnesyl transferase inhibitors were early approaches at targeting RAS. Farnesyl transferase inhibitors were ineffective in phase II and III clinical trials for the treatment of pancreatic cancer due to alternative KRAS prenylation by geranylgeranyl transferases \[[@B1-ijms-21-00141],[@B38-ijms-21-00141]\]. Dual inhibition of farnesyl transferase and geranylgeranyl transferase was not able to be achieved below dose-limiting toxicity in animal models of pancreatic cancer \[[@B39-ijms-21-00141],[@B40-ijms-21-00141]\]. Targeting upstream receptor tyrosine kinases such as EGFR has been a success for targeted therapy in tumor types such as lung and colorectal cancers. However, tumors with activating downstream *RAS* mutations are resistant to EGFR inhibition, leading clinicians to use the *RAS* mutation status of patients' tumors as a predictor of a negative response to anti-EGFR therapies \[[@B41-ijms-21-00141]\]. FDA-approved inhibitors of upstream receptor tyrosine kinases can even induce *RAS* mutations as a mechanism of tumor cell chemoresistance \[[@B42-ijms-21-00141]\]. Targeting downstream components of RAS signaling with inhibitors of MAPK signaling or inhibitors of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway has been another approach to block RAS signaling that can produce an initial clinical response. However, this response is rarely long-lasting, due to compensatory feedback mechanisms resulting in drug-resistant, highly aggressive tumors. While some inhibitors of downstream signaling such as MEK inhibitors show promising activity in select pre-clinical models of RAS-driven cancer, dose-limiting toxicities reduce their ability to show clinical efficacy as monotherapies \[[@B43-ijms-21-00141]\].

Direct-acting RAS inhibitors may circumvent the limitations of previous attempts to drug *RAS* mutant tumors, but no such inhibitors have received FDA approval. Nonetheless, numerous strategies have been explored in attempt to exploit RAS biochemical properties and associated biological functions to directly inhibit its oncogenic activity. Compounds that block the exchange of GDP for GTP have been discovered by several groups. A series of compounds that bind GDP-bound RAS to inhibit nucleotide exchange were the first to be reported to directly bind to RAS, with the lead compound being SCH 54292 ([Figure 3](#ijms-21-00141-f003){ref-type="fig"}A). These compounds were found to bind a previously undescribed cleft in the switch II region of GDP-bound RAS \[[@B44-ijms-21-00141]\]. Others have employed fragment-based discovery strategies to identify molecules that inhibit SOS-mediated nucleotide exchange. These fragments take advantage of either the SOS binding site on RAS, or binding sites created by formation of the RAS-SOS complex \[[@B45-ijms-21-00141],[@B46-ijms-21-00141],[@B47-ijms-21-00141]\]. Bayer AG recently underwent a discovery campaign aimed at targeting SOS directly to inhibit SOS-mediated RAS nucleotide exchange. The lead compound that was discovered, BAY-293, inhibited RAS-SOS binding with IC~50~ values in the low nanomolar range ([Figure 3](#ijms-21-00141-f003){ref-type="fig"}B). While, this compound is a first-in-class potent inhibitor of SOS-RAS interactions, its lack of *in vivo* bioavailability limit its development potential \[[@B48-ijms-21-00141]\]. However, these findings demonstrate that compounds that directly bind to SOS can inhibit RAS activation, and therefore, RAS signaling, with high potency. SOS-mediated nucleotide exchange in response to receptor tyrosine kinase stimulation has been shown to be inhibited by SHP2 inhibitors. SHP2 is a regulator of SOS that has been characterized to contribute to the resistance to MEK inhibition in *RAS* mutant mouse tumor models. This data is supported by the observation of synergy with combined MEK and SHP2 inhibition in *in vivo* models of pancreatic and lung cancer \[[@B49-ijms-21-00141],[@B50-ijms-21-00141]\]. A series of small molecules reported to directly inhibit GTP binding to RAS and other GTPases was discovered using a bead-based flow cytometry screen. The lead compound, CID1067700, shows activity in cell-free biochemical assays with IC~50~ values in the nanomolar range. The compound lacks potency in cells but has the potential to serve as a molecular probe for use in further studies of RAS inhibition in cell-free models \[[@B51-ijms-21-00141]\]. Another group identified a peptide that selectively inhibits SOS-mediated nucleotide exchange of KRAS G12D by screening with a custom phage display peptide library \[[@B52-ijms-21-00141]\]. While currently known inhibitors of nucleotide exchange show promise, their pitfalls include low binding affinities and lack of activity in cell-based assays \[[@B2-ijms-21-00141]\]. Nucleotide exchange inhibitors that bind to RAS with high affinity and retain activity in RAS-mutant cells are presumably be candidates for clinical development.

Recent drug discovery campaigns aiming for mutant RAS-selective inhibitors represent perhaps the most substantial progress towards an FDA-approved RAS inhibitor. A fragment-based screening approach identified a novel pocket adjacent to the active site in the KRAS G12C mutant protein. This allosteric site is susceptible to covalent binding of a novel inhibitor, compound 12 ([Figure 3](#ijms-21-00141-f003){ref-type="fig"}C), which depends on the mutant cysteine residue for binding. The resulting covalent interaction displaces the switch I and switch II regions of RAS and causes preferential binding of GDP, therefore, locking RAS in an inactive state \[[@B10-ijms-21-00141]\]. Additional reports have described compounds that use similar strategies to selectively target the KRAS G12C mutant, providing the opportunity for a high therapeutic index \[[@B53-ijms-21-00141],[@B54-ijms-21-00141]\]. Others have used a common approach of covalently targeting the G12C cysteine, but instead using GDP analogs with electrophilic groups present on the β phosphate \[[@B55-ijms-21-00141],[@B56-ijms-21-00141]\]. Two novel covalent inhibitors that specifically target KRAS G12C, Amgen's AMG 510 and Mirati Therapeutics' MRTX849, are currently in phase I clinical trials. In a presentation at the 2019 American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) meeting, AMG 510 was reported to produce partial responses in 50% of patients with *KRAS* G12C mutant non-small cell lung cancer, while also contributing to stable disease in approximately 77% of enrolled patients with *KRAS* G12C mutant colorectal or appendix cancers ([Figure 3](#ijms-21-00141-f003){ref-type="fig"}D) \[[@B57-ijms-21-00141]\].

Targeting the nucleotide-free state of RAS is a relatively unexplored strategy for inhibiting nucleotide loading of RAS. This state of RAS only seems to exist transiently in cells prior to GTP loading. However, a recent report has shown that nucleotide-free RAS exists in a large enough fraction in cells to participate in signal transduction, as it can indeed bind to and negatively regulate the activity of class II PI3Ks. This interaction in turn negatively regulates RAS activation by blocking GTP binding to RAS and locking RAS in a nucleotide-free conformation \[[@B17-ijms-21-00141]\]. The negative regulation of RAS activation by effectors binding and trapping RAS in an inactive, nucleotide-free state suggests that similar approaches can be taken using pharmacological inhibition. In fact, a synthetic α-helix, HBS3, was identified to inhibit GTP loading by binding to nucleotide-free RAS in the portion of the switch regions where SOS binding occurs \[[@B58-ijms-21-00141]\]. Additionally, BIM-46187 has been reported as a novel compound with cell permeability that locks heterotrimeric G-proteins in a nucleotide-free state \[[@B59-ijms-21-00141]\]. Nucleotide-free RAS has been reported to be unstable and subject to spontaneous denaturation \[[@B18-ijms-21-00141],[@B60-ijms-21-00141]\]. These thermodynamic properties present challenges for the identification of inhibitors selective for nucleotide-free RAS. However, targeting this state of RAS presents attractive opportunities in tumor cells by freezing RAS in an unstable conformation and potentially promoting a reduction of RAS protein levels. Taken together, nucleotide-free RAS represents an underappreciated, physiologically relevant state of RAS that shows evidence of being druggable by novel inhibitors.

Another promising approach for directly targeting RAS is disrupting the interaction between active, GTP-bound RAS and its effectors \[[@B61-ijms-21-00141]\]. Yeast two-hybrid screens were utilized by two independent groups to identify a class of small molecule inhibitors, along with an antibody fragment, that inhibits RAS-effector binding \[[@B62-ijms-21-00141],[@B63-ijms-21-00141]\]. A cyclic peptide known as cyclorasin has also been identified and shown to competitively block effector binding to RAS \[[@B64-ijms-21-00141]\]. Another group employed in silico docking screens to identify a compound, 3144, that inhibits RAS-RAF interactions with impressive in vitro and in vivo activity in *KRAS* mutant tumor models \[[@B65-ijms-21-00141]\]. However, drug-like properties, such as potency, solubility, and molecular weight limitations will need to be improved for further development of this compound. Rigosertib, a polo-like kinase inhibitor, was discovered to unexpectedly act as a RAS mimetic to inhibit binding of RAS to RBDs of a multitude of effectors, including RAF kinases and PI3K ([Figure 3](#ijms-21-00141-f003){ref-type="fig"}G). However, rigosertib lacks selective inhibition of RAS-induced transformation, as it additionally inhibits transformation induced by various subunits of PI3K independently of RAS activation \[[@B66-ijms-21-00141]\]. Currently, rigosertib is in various phases of clinical trials for patients with select hematologic cancers. Another group identified a class of "miniproteins" that bind RAS with nanomolar affinity to inhibit effector binding. These inhibitory proteins cannot cross cell membranes, but could serve as tools for the biochemical characterization of novel inhibitors of RAS-effector binding \[[@B67-ijms-21-00141]\]. Additionally, two novel compounds known as PPIN-1 and PPIN-2 were recently identified to inhibit RAS-effector interactions by a screen that employed compound soaking with KRAS crystals. These compounds were synthesized by combining moieties of previously identified inhibitors of RAS-effector interactions with fragments of an anti-RAS antibody. They were found to target a hydrophobic pocket near the switch I domain of RAS and show improved potency in vitro and in cell-based assays in comparison to their parent molecules \[[@B68-ijms-21-00141]\].

The cyclooxygenase inhibitor, sulindac sulfide ([Figure 3](#ijms-21-00141-f003){ref-type="fig"}E), has been shown to inhibit RAS-RAF binding \[[@B69-ijms-21-00141]\]. Although, the binding affinity is low and requires high micromolar concentrations, such concentrations are comparable to those required to inhibit tumor cell growth \[[@B70-ijms-21-00141],[@B71-ijms-21-00141]\]. Sulindac sulfone, the non-cyclooxygenase (COX) inhibitory metabolite of sulindac, also exhibits anti-cancer activity in mutant *RAS* cell-based assays, which suggest that the mechanism is unrelated to COX inhibition \[[@B72-ijms-21-00141],[@B73-ijms-21-00141]\]. While, there is no in vitro evidence that sulindac sulfide is RAS selective, its parent compound sulindac and sulindac sulfone have been reported to selectively inhibit the formation of *RAS* mutant tumors in a chemical-induced rat model of breast cancer \[[@B74-ijms-21-00141]\]. Attempts have been made to modify the sulindac scaffold to improve inhibition of RAS-effector binding. These efforts have produced sulindac derivatives with improved inhibition of RAS-RAF binding and reduced COX inhibition. The lead compound, compound 5 h ([Figure 3](#ijms-21-00141-f003){ref-type="fig"}F), was confirmed by NMR to bind to a region of RAS that is critical for RAS-RAF binding \[[@B75-ijms-21-00141],[@B76-ijms-21-00141]\]. These sulindac derivatives have low potency, exhibiting micromolar IC~50~ values for cell growth inhibition and inhibition of RAS-RAF binding.Additionally, they may have other binding partners that contribute to their anticancer activity at micromolar concentrations. However, these studies suggest that chemical modification of sulindac to further improve RAS inhibitory activity and eliminate COX inhibitory activity represents a promising approach to target RAS for anti-tumor activity with reduced potential for toxicities.

While most discovery strategies target one specific aspect of RAS nucleotide cycling, a novel inhibitor was recently discovered that inhibits several protein-protein interactions that are critical for RAS functionality. This compound binds to a shallow pocket between the switch I and switch II domains of RAS that was previously thought to be "undruggable." The novel compound, BI-2852, binds to both the RAS-GDP and RAS-GTP states to inhibit GEFs, GAPs, and effectors all from interacting with RAS \[[@B77-ijms-21-00141]\]. This demonstrated ability to block RAS from cycling, regardless of whether it is GDP or GTP-bound, presents a promising opportunity to develop more potent inhibitors with high potential for efficacy in RAS-driven tumors.

![Portrays compounds that have been reported to inhibit RAS or RAS signaling by various mechanisms. SCH 54292 was reported to bind GDP-bound RAS and inhibit nucleotide exchange \[[@B41-ijms-21-00141]\] (**A**). BAY-293 was found to directly bind to SOS and inhibit RAS nucleotide exchange \[[@B45-ijms-21-00141]\] (**B**). Compound 12 was the first covalent KRAS G12C selective inhibitor to be identified \[[@B50-ijms-21-00141]\] (**C**). AMG 510 is a covalent KRAS G12C inhibitor that is currently in clinical trials \[[@B55-ijms-21-00141]\] (**D**). Sulindac sulfide has been reported to weakly bind to RAS and inhibit RAS-effector binding \[[@B67-ijms-21-00141]\] (**E**). Compound 5 h is a sulindac derivative that was found to have improved RAS binding activity in comparison to the parent compound \[[@B74-ijms-21-00141]\] (**F**). Rigosertib was described as a RAS mimetic that inhibits RAS-mediated activation of effectors \[[@B64-ijms-21-00141]\] (**G**). BI-2852 was reported to bind to the switch I/II pocket of RAS-GDP and RAS-GTP to inhibit GEF, GAP, and effector binding to RAS \[[@B75-ijms-21-00141]\] (**H**).](ijms-21-00141-g003){#ijms-21-00141-f003}

6. Conclusions {#sec6-ijms-21-00141}
==============

Despite extensive efforts to identify small molecule inhibitors of RAS, there are currently no FDA-approved drugs that directly bind to RAS and selectively inhibit RAS-driven tumor growth. The cycling of guanine nucleotides to shift RAS between inactive and active conformations provides new opportunities to target RAS. The most successful approaches, thus far, have been covalently trapping RAS in its inactive GDP-bound state, along with inhibiting RAS-effector binding. Selective covalent inhibitors of the KRAS G12C mutant, such as AMG 510, elicited promising results in clinical trials for the treatment of lung and colorectal cancers. Additionally, the RAS mimetic rigosertib is currently being evaluated in clinical trials for the treatment of hematologic cancers. While the progress towards developing clinically effective RAS inhibitors is promising, the therapeutic potential of compounds targeting specific mutants is limited to subsets of RAS-driven cancers. The current understanding of the mechanism of RAS nucleotide exchange presents numerous opportunities for reversible inhibitors, with several recent discovery campaigns producing novel reversible RAS inhibitors. A reversible RAS inhibitor would be highly significant to the oncology field at large and extremely valuable for the treatment of patients harboring *RAS* mutations other than G12C. Taken together, significant progress has been made towards drugging the "undruggable" RAS, and the hunt continues for a promising clinical candidate that could be the first FDA-approved RAS inhibitor.
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![RAS as a molecular switch in the cell. [Figure 1](#ijms-21-00141-f001){ref-type="fig"} depicts the mechanisms of RAS nucleotide cycling. RAS proteins cycle from an inactive GDP-bound state to a nucleotide-free (NF) transition state, followed by formation of the active GTP-bound state (**A**). Guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) facilitate the exchange of GDP for GTP. The conformation of RAS is dynamic through this exchange, with GTP-bound RAS being in an active conformation that binds effectors containing RAS binding domains. The intrinsic GTPase activity of RAS hydrolyzes GTP to GDP in order to revert back to the inactive state of RAS. GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) promote GTP hydrolysis activity by approximately 1,000-fold. Oncogenic mutations in *RAS* genes impair the GTPase activity of RAS, resulting in a prevalence of the active, GTP-bound state of RAS in tumor cells. This portion of the cycle prevalent in oncogenic RAS is depicted with a red arrow and asterisk. SOS mediates the exchange of GDP for GTP on RAS proteins (**B**). SOS binding to RAS results in a conformational shift in RAS, occluding the magnesium cofactor from interacting with the phosphate groups of GDP. The resulting decrease in affinity of RAS for GDP contributes to the release of GDP to form the nucleotide-free (NF) state of RAS. GTP binding to RAS subsequently occurs due to high concentrations of GTP in tumor cells. Initially, only the guanosine and ribose moieties of GTP bind to RAS. Interactions of the gamma phosphate group of GTP with the magnesium cofactor of RAS result in displacement of SOS. The resulting active conformation of GTP-bound RAS can interact with effectors containing RAS binding domains to activate downstream signaling pathways.](ijms-21-00141-g001){#ijms-21-00141-f001}

![Oncogenic RAS activation of MAPK and PI3K/AKT signaling. [Figure 2](#ijms-21-00141-f002){ref-type="fig"} illustrates oncogenic RAS-mediated activation of MAPK and PI3K/AKT signaling. Mutant RAS proteins are prevalent in their active, GTP-bound states in tumor cells, resulting in elevated activation of downstream signaling cascades. Active RAS interacts with the RAS binding domain (RBD) of RAF to activate MAPK signaling, which is typically associated with tumor cell proliferation. RAS can also interact with the RBD of PI3K in order to activate PI3K/AKT signaling and promote tumor cell survival. Red arrows indicate elevations of phosphorylated protein levels in the presence of mutant RAS (outlined in the red box).](ijms-21-00141-g002){#ijms-21-00141-f002}
